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CEDR & OCN Accredited Mediator
Overview
Marjorie Hurwitz Bremner is HR Partner at Berg Kaprow Lewis LLP Chartered Accountants
in London. She is a Fellow of the Chartered Institute for Personnel and Development (CIPD)
and Chairman of the UK200 Group, Forensic Accounting and Disputes Resolution Panel
(FADR). Marjorie is a graduate of Glasgow University and is also FAETC certificated.
Marjorie has worked in a range of professional practices and business sectors, including
financial, healthcare, manufacturing, media, information technology, import and export,
retail and charities. In recognition of her many achievements Marjorie was awarded the
accolade of being Olympic torch bearer at the London 2012 Olympics receiving this from
England legend Gordon Banks.
Marjorie contributed to ‘Legal Risk Management, Governance & Compliance’ published by
Globe Business Publishing in 2013.
Professional Background
Marjorie has more than 25 years experience of strategic and operational HR management in a
diverse range of businesses and business sectors. She is Human Resources Partner and
Mediator at Berg Kaprow Lewis LLP, Chartered Accountants and advises clients on all aspects
of the employment life cycle from recruitment and management to termination. Prior to
working with BKL, Marjorie was Group Training and Development Manager at St Martins’
Hospital Group. She is also a Business Mentor and Membership Secretary for the London
branch of the Glasgow University Women’s Club. In addition Marjorie has undertaken
extensive voluntary work on behalf of charities and has completed 9 marathons.
Marjorie is chair of the FADR (Forensic Accounting and Disputes Resolution Panel) UK200
Group, and lectures on the Civil/Commercial Mediation and Workplace Mediation post
graduate courses at Hertfordshire Mediation Centre.
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Style
Marjorie has a calm but confident style often working with parties in very tense situations to
achieve positive results.
Feedback
‘She gets the job done simply and without fuss, but with humour when needed and, if I dare
say it, her natural charm.’ Sol
‘Having had the pleasure of co-mediating many commercial as well as workplace disputes
with Marjorie over the last few years I can attest first hand to her skills. In even in the most
complex and sensitive conflicts, Marjorie helps parties achieve often creative resolutions
with the utmost professionalism. Her manner is calm and incisive and always superbly well
prepared.’ Mediator

Professional Experience
Marjorie has conducted many workplace and employment mediations covering such issues as
sexual harassment, age discrimination, disability, grievance, bullying as well as personality
and management clashes.
Recent Mediation
Recent cases have included:



Sexual harassment involving a well known football club



Dispute between two company managers



Dispute within a legal practice



Director personality clashes within a Family Business



Long term sickness and stress



Disability discrimination



Age discrimination claim between two directors



Bullying claim arising out of micromanagement of performance
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